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Abstract 

We present some recent results on the semiclassical quantization of billiards using 

an approach which is based on the strong link betwcsn the billiard interior and exterior 

problems. That is, the spectrum of the interior problem is extracted from the scattering 

matrix of the exterior problem. Once this is put on a rigorous basis, the semiclassical 

approximation is used to derive the semiclassical ( function and the spectral density. The 

duality between the inside and outside problems prevails also in the classical description 

and offers new insight into this quantization procedure. The relation between the present 

approach and the more standard quantization methods is also discussed and illustrated 

with some numerical results. 
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I. Introduction 

Billiards play a prominent rale in the study of classical [1 - S] and quantum |6 - 10) 

chaos. In the present paper we would like to use this system to demonstrate a rather 

new approach to semiclassical quantization which is based on a dual approach to the 

billiard problem: The billiard boundary binds the particle inaide, and it can display reg

ular, chaotic or mixed dynamics. At the same time it reflects particles which impinge on 

it from the outside, thus defining a scattering system. This duality persk^s also on the 

quantum level. In the present work we shall capitalize on the fact that there exist very 

intricate and intimate relationships between the "outside" and the "inside'' problems, 

which, when used for the semiclasaical quantization of the inaide problem, offer a new 

understanding as well as practical advantages. 

The scattering approach to the quantization of billiards was introduced and dis

cussed previously in references [11 — 15). However, the emphasize there was on a dif

ferent scheme by which the billiard can be turned into a scattering problem. Namely, a 

channel (or a number of channels) are attached, and the reflection and transmission be

tween the channels through the billiard provide the scattering setup for the semiclnssica! 

quantization. In the present paper we shall consider the billiard in the plane, and the 

inaide-outside connection will relate the bounded motion inaide to the scattering outside, 

as explained above. 

We shall begin our presentation by quoting a rigorous result which was recently 

proven by C.A. Pillet (16]. It provides the foundation for the semiclassical work which 

follows later. Because of its importance in the present context, we shall outline the main 
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ideas which are uaed in Pillet'a proof. As it stands, Pillet's result is not very convenient 

for further applications. We shall therefore formulate it in a slightly different way, which 

will be more handy for the lemiclasaical discuaaion. Once this ia done, we shall show ex

plicitly how the present method is related to the standard boundary integral method 

(17 - 20], which is extensively used to quantize billiards. We shall then introduce the 

semiclassical approximation for the 5 matrix, and show its connection to the classical 

Poincare Scattering Map {20 — 22). At this point we shall invoke the classical inside-

outside duality, end show that this method of Benuclassical quantization ia able to pro

vide the level density in terms of the periodic or'uits of the billiard (the Gutzwiller trace 

formulae |23] ), the ( function and its Riemann Siegel "lookalike" [24]. Further possible 

applications and extensions will be discussed at the end. 

II. Quantization and Scattering 

In our previous work [11 — !5], we gave some heuristic arguments to show that the 

scattering information, embodied in the scattering matrix S(B) is sufficient to provide 

the spectrum of the inside problem. This was stated in terms of the secular equation 
/ 

del(/-S(£!)) = 0 (II.1) 

whose zeroes coincide with the spectrum inside. It was immediately realized that (II.1) 

cannot be used as it stands, since a compact billiard cannot scatter particles or waves 

with very large impact parameters. Therefore, the scattering phase shifts approach zero 

for large impact parameters and det(/ — S(E)) vaniahes for all £ . Hence, to extract use

ful information from (II.1), one should restrict it in a meaningful way. The required re-
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striction is intuitively clear and is justified in the semiclassical approach to be discussed 

in the sequel |U - 15]. 

Recently, Pillet (16) formulated and proved a theorem which provides a solid foun

dation to the intuitive picture described above. 

Theorem (Pillet)i 

Let (1 b- » bounded open domain in the plane with a smooth (twice continuous 

and diHerentiable) boundary I\ Let S be the scattering matrix for the external 

problem with Dirichlet boundary condition on f\ Then £ is a Dirichlet eigen

value of multiplicity n of the interior problem if 1 is an eigenvalue of multiplic

ity n of the on-shell scattering matrix S{E). 

It should be pointed out that the theorem holds equally well in any number of di

mensions, and also for Neumann boundary conditions. Unless otherwise specified, we 

shall deal here with problems in the plane and assume Cirichlet boundary conditions. 

The reverse statement, ti;at if £ is an eigenvalue, then S(E) has an eigenvalue 1 seems 

to be also true, but the proof is not yet complete. 

Before sketching the proof of this theorem, we shall illustrate it using a few exam

ples. Consider the circular billiard with a radius R. The Scattering Matrix is diagonal in 

the angular momentum representation, 

where Hf(z) = J,{x)±iY,(x) are the incoming/outgoing cylindrical Hankel functions, re

spectively. It can be easily seen that 1 is in the spectrum of S if and only if Ji(kR) = 0. 

This is the well known quantization condition for the circular billiard. Note also that 
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for I > kR the eigenphases of the S matrix can be approximated [25| by 61 fa -[*$]*' 

wliicii approaches zero monotonicatly from bellow. In other words, an eigenvalue of the 

S matrix assumes the value 1 only if it corresponds to scattering with angular momen

tum ( < kR, which is the condition that a classical particle will collide with the circular 

obstacle. 

The next simple example is the quantization of the ellipse billiard. The "inside-

outside" connection in this case can be worked out explicitly, and this is done in Ap

pendix A. 

The main idea behind Pillet's proof is the formulation of the interior and exterior 

problems in terms of operators oa the space of functions whose domain is the the bound

ary r. One constructs the solutions of the Helmoltz equation due to a "charge distribu

tion" p(r), r 6 T |25), 

(*/>) (') - ^ I GUr, r W W ) , (Jf-3) 

where <?J(r', r) is the free Green function with outgoing boundary conditions. On T 

these solutions are continuous but have a diacontiL. .sua normal derivatives, 

(*P)+(r) = (•/»)_(»•) 

and 

(dn*p)+ (r) - (ft,*,)- (••) = -P(r), 

where ( )+(-) denotes the limiting value when the boundary is approached from the out

side (inside), and the normal n to the boundary points outside. At the same time, 

\ ((&»*/>)+ (r) + (Ontp), (r)) = i Km j£ dnG*(r,r'Mr')<«V) = (BP)(r). 
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The above equation defines the operator B, in terms of which one can summarize the 

above "jump conditions" by 

Consider an eigenvalue of the interior Dirichlet problem i/'fr), corresponding to an eigen

value t1. Due to Green's theorem, 

0(r) = (,A)(r), where p(r) = (<W)_ (r). 

In this case (114) reads, 

' ( * » * ) * - ( f i : f | ) ( A t * ) - {.II J) 

Take first the lower sign in (11.5). One obtains 

i ( c W ) - = B (*»*)- VI*<>) 

which is the familiar eigenvalue problem of the boundary integral method |18,19]. Con

sidering now (II.5) with the upper sign, one gets 

(antf)+=0. (IIU) 

Hence, in the exterior, there exists no outgoing solution which satisfies the Dirichlet 

boundary condition at energies which are in the spectrum of the interior problem. The 

only solution outside is a linear combination of plane waves, but this means that there is 

no scattering so that the S matrix has 1 as an eigenvalue. This is the essence of Pillet's 

proof, which is given with rigour and detail in Pillet's paper [16). 

The above construction takes a simple form when applied to billiards with an arbi

trary convex shape. The boundary is given in terms of the distance R(f) between the 
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origin and a point on the boundary in the y direction. For such boundaries one can 

write down the quantum S matrix explicitly, and show that if 1 is in the spectrum of 

5 the boundary integral condition (II.5a) is satisfied. 

It is convenient to introduce the coordinates r € [0, co[ and <p € [0,2»[ defined by 

x — R\r,tp)co*<p 

V = R{r,<p)«a<fi. 

R(r, if) a an arbitrary monotonic function of r and periodic function of <p. It must be 

positive, H(r = 0,w) = 0 and at R{r —i co,y) -» 00. For large r, R becomes independent 

of y>. Requiring R(r = l,tp) = R(f) makes this the natural coordinates for the billiard 

problem, generalizing the elliptic coordinates used in appendix A. 

A general Ansatz for the quantum scattering solution reads 

*(r,v) - £ e ~ " " U'HrikRir.v))^'* + £ ^(tX'tf+OJKr>v>))e«VJ . (//.6) 

This wavefunction satisfies the Dirichlet conditions on the boundary if S satisfies 

/ 
n-(l) = -S(t)n+(t), (11.7) 

where 

A,t(*) = A»(*)± '»'»(*). ("-8) 

*.(*) = — £'•tri'HWp))'"*'-'"', 

Jo 
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It has been shown that for the scattering off convex billiards there exists a well de

fined scattering matrix which has no poles or zeroes on the real axis. This strongly indi

cates, that the matrices h*(k) are nonsingular. Thus, 

s(*)=-A-{fc)(A+(fc))-». am 
Assuming that A (̂fc) are non singular matrices, one can show that S{k) is unitary. 

Eq (119) is a generalization of (11.2). It is clear from the definitions above, that I be

longs to the spectrum of 5 whenever the matrix }(k) has an eigenvalue zero. We shall 

now show that this is the quantization condition derived from the boundary integral 

method. (Il.Sa) can be written explicitly as 

icV,.»(H(¥.'))= (11.10) 

£ J^'^mv) + (^^y&wG+Wy'), j*(¥>))ak»*(n(¥>)). 

We use the explicit form of the Green function 

<?f(*(v'),*(*>)) = «> f ; e
im(''-»»/„(«:R<)H+(lfcB>), ( /Ml ) 

m»—oo 

where fl< (JFt>) is the lesser (greater) of R(<p) and R(<f'). Equation (11.10) has a non 

trivial solution only for a discrete set of it values which correspond to the spectrum of 

the interior problem. We assume the form 

*(«(»>)) = £ <i,r,/l(*fl(v>))e"<' (/7.12) 
i 

for a bounded solution of the integral equation (11.10). After a partial integration equa

tion (11.10) reduces to 

h ['d*y*M+(ci$r) nwv))dndn,GUniv
,),mv>))=o. a/13) 
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Substituting (11.11,12) in (11.13) and integrating we get for the quantization condi

tion 

£>;«.(*)$...»(*)-0 (//.H) 
M' 

with non trivial a;. We introduced the matrix 

fflm(t) = (/M5) 

•dnan.Gt(R(v
,),R(V))e"*c-im»'. 

The requirement that the operator- j(k) is singular is sufficient to fulfil! the quantization 

condition (11.13). As was aho'.vn above, this coincides with the requirement that 1 is in 

the spectrum of S. 

To end this chapter, we will consider the quantization of the square billiard using 

the method described above. We chose this exunple since (a) the spectrum is known ex

actly and (b) we could check to what extent Pillet's requirement of smoothness of the 

boundary is necessary. Let the center of the square be the origin of the coordinate sys

tem. Then, if the side length is chosen equal to 2, the distance of the boundary from the 

origin is given by 

fl^=co^hjj- e6{°-i'"-T>' »6[e-:.e+J|. (me) 

Inserting this expression into (II.8) we finally obtain for }{k) 

J(k)lm = 2 j f * < i e c o 8 ( ( l - m ) e ) / , ( ^ ) | ^ c o s ( ( / - m ) , | ) J . (//.17) 



In order to obtain the eigenvalues inside the square, we truncated the matrix j(k) to a 

finite dimension as it i* described in chapter III and looked for the zeroes of the deter

minant of the truncated j(Jt)-matrix. This determinant can be reduced to a product of 

5 determinants according to the symmetries of the square. All the zeroes in the interval 

0 < k7 < 40if2 where found. They deviate from the analytic spectrum by at most 10"', 

no parasitic zeroes appear, and no zeroes are missing. It seems therefore that the restric

tion to smooth boundaries in the present formulation of the theorem might possibly be 

alleviated. 

/ 
III. The Semiclassical 5 Matrix 

The first step in the serniclaBBical quantization of billiards consists of obtaining a 

semiclassical expression for the S matrix. To this end we follow a technique which ap

plies for strictly convex boundaries, and which is explained at length in ref. [25J. 

The tots! wave function is written as 

*(r) = c'*'r + *.„,(r) {HI.I) 

which satisfies the boundary condition 

*(r) = 0 - . »«.,(!•) = -e '* ' r r e r . 

For r outside I\ *«,»(r) can be expressed by using Green's theorem, 

*.«.,(r) = -^ij[Gt(r,r,)3n-*.Ur') + <ik'r'dn.Gi{ry))dT(r% (II 1.2) 

with 

lhnG+(r,r') — (^l) e»'e-"f*fr'. (m.3) 
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Every incoming direction divides the boundary V uniquely into two parts- the illumi

nated and the shaded parts T = T/ -f Ts (See Fig. 1. ). We introduce the ahort wave

length approximation by arguing that in the shaded area, juat outaide Ts, the total wave 

function should be vanishingly small, which implies that not only <P(r £ Ts) = 0 but 

also dn'iir € Ts) « 0. A similar argument applied in the reverse, implies that in the 

vicinity of T/, the scattered and incoming components coherently enhance each other so 

that 3 n * « . ( ( r € T/) « l ' i jne ' t r . Substituting in (1H.2) one gets that in the asymptotic 

domain 

* ~ ' ( r > - „ , e . r \ t ! / / ( * • . * / ) + Mhi,k,% {IIIA) 
(2*icr)t 

where fc/ = fc £ and 

/ /«*,*>/) = \ j r e i ( f c ' -* ' ) r (* i - */)ndT(r) , (III.S) 

fs(Klt) = -\jT ^k,-k')r('ki^k,)ndV(r). (1X1.6) 

The leading term in the semiclassical approximation for the scattering amplitude is 

obtained by evaluating / / in the stationary phase approximation. For this purpose it is 

/ 
convenient to introduce the following notation (see Fig. 2). The (convex) boundary is 

specified by its distance R(f) from a reference point (the origin) inside T\ One gets 

<,«(»>) = 2 W l ( * ) 9 i n ( ? ^ i ) s i n ( ^ ^ - v), {III.7) 

where q = ki — kf , and 0, (#/) denote the incident (scattered) directiona relative to an 

arbitrary reference direction. Introducing the angle <p(<p) through 
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the integral (III.5) takes the form 

/ / (»(•*/ ) = lf*dV>mvM +tanI<.(v>))»gn(v)e'9jR«">. ( / / / . 8 ) 

tf± stand for the limiting angles of the illuminated region. For any given pair (#(,(?/) the 

phase of the integrand is stationary at the value of <p which satisfies 

One can easily check that the above conditions define the angles y> at which specular re

flection from $i to Oj occur. That is, at <p, Jfeji>(y>) = -kfn(ifi) and M(v») — kft(tp), 

where t(ip) is the tangent to V at uj. By choosing the upper sign in (TII.9) oae guaran

tees that qn(<p) < 0, which must b.* obeyed by rays which reflect from the outside of the 

boundary, siuce n points out of the boundary. 

We con summarize by noting that the stationary phase condition picks the classi

cally scattered "rry" as the dominant contribution to the scattering amplitude. The fact 

that the boundary is convex guarantees that for any choice of initial and final angles, 

(however 0, j* 0/) there exists a unique value of ip which satisfies the saddle point con

dition (III 9) for either choice of the sign. The stationary phase approximation finally 

gives 

i(2^i)* J; 
2 c o s ^ ) ( l - ^ ) J 

6t — 0-
exp(-2t'i:i2(ve>)cos^(v>)sin - ^ — - + in]. 

(III.W) 4 

where tf = yj(6\,0/) is the solution of (III.9) corresponding to reflection outside. The 

factor eiw is due to the Dirichlet boundary condition. 
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Eq. (III.10) can be cast in the form 

/ I ( * . » ; ) « [ J J ^ ] cxpli*(0it0f) + ix), ( W . l l ) 

where the action a (measured in units of h) is given by 

a(Si,9f) = -2Jbfl(¥.)cos^(v>)ain $' ~$i. (111.12) 

It is important to note that j^/zCi,"/) as written above is semiclassically unitary. That 

is, when the integral jjjpr /0 " dBf^? ,9)f}($,$") is evaluated in the stationary phase 

approximation, it yields 6(6' — 0"). It is a peculiarity of the semiclassical approximation 

which does not distinguish between the on-shell S matrix and the T matrix. A similar 

phenomenon is encountered in Bogomolny's work [9], where his T operator is semiclas-

sically unitary but its exact quantum counterpart is not unitary. The 5 matrix in the 9 

representation , S(8t,S/) is given by 

This result is of prime importance for our discussion. To shed light on its implications, 

we observe that 

where /,('/) are the angular momenta (in units of n) of the incident (scattered) parti

cles relative to the origin. Thus, a is the generating function for the mapping which 

is induced by the classical scattering process. This mapping is usually referred to as 

the "Poincare Scattering Mapping" (PSM)[20-22J and iSs domain is the asymptotic 
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phase space represented by the classical variable 6 and its conjugate momentum (. De-

cause of the compactness of the billiard under consideration, the domain of the map

ping is also compact - all scattering angles are allowed, but / values are limited tn a strip 

'-(*) < ' < '+(*)• '±W denote the / values corresponding to the rays tangent to T 

in the 9 direction. The result (HI.13) suggests an intimate link between the quantum 5 

matrix and the PSM. As a matter of fact, (111.14) takes the standard form of the semi-

classical expression for a unitary transformation whose classical analogue is mediated by 

a canonical generating function o(8i,8/). {21,26,27]. In other words, the S operator is 

the quantum counterpart of the PSM. 

At this point we can invoke the "inside-outside" correspondence for the classical 

system, by observing thai for any scattering trajectory outside the boundary ('•,'•) —» 

(9f,lf), there corresponds a unique trajectory inside the billiard, which reflects from the 

boundary at the same point, and which makes the transition [8i,U) —» (*/,'/), where 

(*•./ = 9i,/ + * , U.i = -'•,/) (see Fig. 2). The use of the coordinates {i,t) to de

scribe the dynamics inside is legitimate for convex billiards, and it is at the heart of the 

"inside-oulside" correspondence (This representation fails for non-convex billiards, be

cause a pair {8,1) does not necessarily correspond to a single chord in the billiard). One 

can easily show that if <p is the point of reflection for a given outside transition, it is also 

the solution of eq. (III.9) for the conjugate transition inside, but this time the lower sign 

of eq.(HI.9) is to be used. This ensures that nq > 0 which characterizes reflections from 

the inside of l\ In c'her words, the classical trajectories inside the billiard can be speci

fied in terms of their (oriented) sections. Each is completely defined by the correspond-
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ing phase-space coordinates (9,1). The trajectory inside is expressed by a mapping gen

erated by the action 

*(«i,*/) = o(9i + x,8, + ir) = -oWi.e,). (J/r.15) 

We can write 

Thus, the semiclassical 5 matrix is the complex conjugate of the semiclassical 1-step evo

lution operator which is the quantum counterpart of the billiard map which describes 

the classical dynamics inside the billiard. This completes the demonstration of the 

"inside-outside" duality in the semiclassical context. 

The (6,1) representation of the inside dynamics is not as commonly used as the 

Birkhoff representation [5]. The two are canonically conjugate to each other, and the 

fonner seems to be the more natural choice for our purpose. We shall use the conjugacy 

of the two representations to obtain a useful geometrical identity in a simple fashion. 

The area Er of the phase space domain of the PSM , coincides with the area of the do

main of the inside dynamics. In the Birkhoff variables it is easy to show that measured 

in units of ft, Er = 2l£r where Lr is the circumference of the billiard. The canonical 

f2" 
E r = / (»+(«)-l_(fl))<M = 2 i£ r . (J//.17) 

transformation does not affect the phase space area and hence, 

r 
JV 

Coming back to the semiclassical expression for the scattering amplitude //(&,#/), 

we observe that it vanishes for $i = Of, that is, it cannot account for the diffraction 

fringes which appear in the forward direction. They are given to leading order by the 
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contribution from the shaded region fs(.8i,6/) which we calculate now. The key observa

tion is that the integrand in eq (HI.6) is the flux of the vector field e'"<fc'-fc'>'(*, + */) 

through the line Vs. However this vector field has a vanishing divergence, so that its 

flux depends only on the end points of the line Ts, that is, on the points which separate 

thr rlluminated and the shaded parts. In particular, it is convenient to choose the line 

which is composed of the two straight segments connecting the origin with the tangency 

points, (see Fig 1). The integration is straight forward leading to the final expression 

/s(A,*V) = \ IQ A /i(^+)s(H(v.+),) + Q A % . w % . ) , ) ) . (f/r.i8) 

Here, Q — hi + kf , <p± indicate the points on the boundary which separate between 

the shaded and the illuminated regions, and s(») = e j«/'!!|^l. fs(8t,8f) is peaked at 

the forward direction where it assumes the value /s(9i,o\) = '+('•) — '-('•)- After a few 

oscillations it fades away, and ia negligible for 9, - «.- > [(iB^t))""' + ( W ^ - ) ) - 1 ] . 

IV. The Semiclassical < Function 

Having derived a semiclassical expression S,ci for the S matrix, we could proceed 

to calculate its eigenvalues, and determine the eigenenergies of the "inside" problem by 

noting where an eigenvalue of S,cl equals unity. However, S,ci is only semiclassicaly uni

tary, hence its eigenvalues do not reside exactly on the unit circle. This, and the inher

ent inaccuracies of the approximation, render the direct application of Pillet's theorem 

completely impractical. Instead, we shall rephrase Pillet's theorem in a way which will 

allow us to define a function (the secular function or the ( function) whose zeroes coin

cide with the eigenenergies to any desired accuracy. The purpose of this chapter is to 
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derive the semiclassical approximation for the ( function, based on the ideas presented in 

the preceding chapters. 

The compactness of the scatterer ensures that the S matrix in the i representation 

can be brought to a standard form with Sim —• 6|,m for |i|,|m| > A/2. A is determined 

by the geometrical extension of the scattered and the energy considered. Most of the 

eigenvalues of the S matrix approach unity, and the corresponding eigenvectors are lo

calized at IH > A. Thus, Sim can be projected on the space spanned by the "relevant" A 

eigenvectors, and we shall denote the projected S by S . The Piliet condition would be 

replaced by the requirement that 

det ( / -5 (B) ) = 0. (JV.l) 

5 is not unitary, but it can be made arbitrarily cloae to unitarity by increasing A. In 

the semiclassical limit the transition between the relevant and the irrelevant subspaces 

is rather sharp, corresponding to the classical distinction between rays which impinge on 

the boundary and those which miss it. Choosing A too large will only mean that on av

erage, the absolute value of det(/ — S) will be rather small but the zeroes of this expres

sion approach the exact eigenenergies. Eq. (TV.l) is the secular equa''on for our prob

lem, and it was in this form that the quantum "inside-outside" connection was originally 

formulated [11-15). 

The minimum value of A can be estimated as the integer part of j j (denoted by 

[f£]), see (111.17) above. As k increases A increases by steps, but the interval of con

stant A is sufficiently large to accommodate many eigenmodes, their number being 

proportional to the ratio Mp (Ar is the area of the domain enclosed by T). Choosing 
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A = [jf), leads to a slight deterioration in the accuracy of the eigenvalues which are 

located near the threshold values where A increases by one. This phenomenon was dis

cussed and explained in (12). Otherwise, the secular equation (I VI) is satisfactory and 

will be the basis for the semidassical approximation. Prom now on, we shall always take 

A = (Er|- This expression can be interpreted also as proportional to the number of 

wavelengths needed to cover the circumference of the billiard. 

The function det(f - SIB)) is a complex valued function. It will be convenient 

to write it as a real amplitude times a phase factor. Denoting the eigenphases of S by 

0,(E)forl = l , . . . ,Aiweget 

det(/ - S(E)) = exp ( 5 6 ( B ) ) 2* f[ sin ^ , (JV.2) 

where 
A 

6(B) = £ « , ( £ ) - A * . (/V.3) 

© is a quantity which can be interpreted in different yet related ways, which illus

trate the "inside-outside" duality. As the total phase of the 5 matrix, it gives the change 

in the (continuous) spectral counting function in the exterior of the billiard, due to the 

introduction of the boundary. The two leading terms of its asymptotic expansion in in

verse powers of k coincide with the two leading terms of the smooth spectral density for 

the interior problem. As a matter of fact, ^ISl can be shown to approach the smooth 

counting function, N{E) for the interior problem as E -» 00. Finally, its derivative with 

respect to E is related to the Wigner delay time (28], r(E) - \ J | . 

It is convenient to consider the secular function at a given energy as the charac

teristic polynomial of the matrix S, det(A/ - 5), evaluated at A = 1. Thus, the sec-
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ular equation is the sum of the coefficients / j , I = 0 ,1 , . . . , A of the polynomial, with 

fh — 1>,/A-I = Tr(—5),. - - , h = det(-5). In general, /t is the homogeneous symmetric 

polynomial of degree A — I which an be constructed from the A eigeuvalues of S. The 

unitarity of S implies an important symmetry among the /i , namely 

«P ( - . | T,8l(E)) f, - (-l)Aexp (i\ J29>W) «-i- </K4> 

Using the definitions of 6 and N(E) we get 

exp [-inff(E)] f, = exp [i*ff(E)] /;_,. (/V.5) 

Utilizing relation (IV.5) one may now write the secular function 

A 

det(/ - S) - det(A7 - S)\ = £ > = 

{ (A/l)-.« ] 

exp[-.*Jv-(E)l £ /L- . + «A/4 
1-0 j 

(IV.6) 

The dynamical ( function is identified as 

{ IA/Jl-«» 1 

expHirjVfB)] £ / i , - , + «A/» | -

Here «A takes the value 1 or 0 if A is even or odd, respectively. The.advantage of writing 

the secular function in the form (IV.6) is that it makes explicit use of the unitarity of 

S. Thus, the removal of half of the set of /i from (TV.6) is not only a practical saving of 

numerical effort, but also an expression of a basic property of the system. 

The // coefficients can be expressed in terms of Tr(S") with n = 1, . . . , A. This 

follows from the Newton identities 

Tr (5') + /A-,Tr (S'-*) + . . . + /A_4+1Tr (5) + t/A-» = 0 , (IV.7) 
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which are valid for 1 < It < A This is a set of A linear equations for the /i, in triangular 

form, with Tr(S") as coefficients. These equations car. he solved uaing a simple iterative 

algorithm. As an illustration, we quote the results for the first few ft: 

/ A _ , = - T r ( S ) ; (/V.8„) 

A-l = I (mS))7 - Tr (j')) j {IV.Sb) 

h-i = - | (Tr (S))' + 2Tr (S3) - 3Tr (S)Tr (52)) . (IV.8c) 

A general expression can be easily written down, but this will not be done here (see e.g. 

ref.(29] for details). 

It is clear from the above that the quantities 7Y(5"(£)) are the building blocks for 

the theory, and once we manage to approximate them semiclasoically, we could use the 

above relations to write down a semiclassical ( function. The same quantities appear 

also as the input in the explicit expression of the spectral density, 

d{E) = 3(E)- I l i m 9 m - ^ l o g d e l ( j - S ( E + «)) 

= HE) + i Urn Shn-i; J ] ±Tt<S"<£ + •«)). 
n«l 

To calculate Tr(S"(E)) semidassieally, we use the aemiclassical expression for S 

(III. 16) and perform the iatennediate integration aa well as the inee operation using the 

stationary point method. Since d($i,t)f) is a generating function of the billiard mapping, 

the stationary point integration will pick up most of its contribution from periodic or

bits of the mapping. The corresponding total action u. the total length of the orbit mul

tiplied by lb, and the Maslov index is the signature of the matrix of second derivatives 

which is modified by performing the inee integral. (For details see eg. [26,29]). Onrc 

this is done, one finally gets 
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The summation is over all primitive periodic orbits a of period na which, if repeated 

fa times, will perform a period of length n. The action • „ is assumed to include the 

Maslov index . Ma is the matrix of the tangent mapping (the Jacobian) calculated for 

the primitive periodic orbit a. 

Special care should be applied to the case n — I. Unlike other mappings, the bil

liard map has a continuous manifold of fixed points which, in the 1,8 representation cor

respond to the curves l±(9) which were introduced above. (In She Birkhoff representa

tion these manifolds are the lines p = ±fc - again the boundaries of the phase-space do

main of the mapping.) In the semiclassical approximation this manifold of fixed points 

gives a vanishing contribution since / / (# ; = $/) = 0. However, the contribution from the 

forward diffraction pick does not vanish ( see discussion following (III. 18) ) and should 

be taken as the leading correction to the most simple semiclassical result. When the ex

pression (rV.10) is substituted in (IV.9) one obtains Gutzwiller's trace formula for the 

billiard. The fact that the contribution from the n = I term vanishes is gratifying, since 

the periodic orbits which irontribute to the GutiwiUer trace formulae have n > 1. If 

(IV.9) is used to calculate Z(E) as indicated above, one obtains a form which is analo

gous to the Riemann Siegel look-alike which was derived by Berry and Keating using a 

different approach [24,30], see also |9|. The composite orbits (24] are generated by the 

procedure which solves the Newton identities (IV.6). A detailed discussion of this topic 

can be found in refs. [14,15,29]. The contribution of the diffraction correction to TrS 
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was not yet discussed or tried in any particular system. 

V. Summary and Conclusions 

Using the "inside outside" duality and standard semiclassic&l techniques, we man

aged to derive the semielassical trace formula and the corresponding C function for bil

liard systems. This approach provides a natural cutoff on the number and type of peri

odic orbits which are needed for the construction of the £ function. Similar formalism 

was proposed recently by Bogomolny [9], starting from a rather different point of view. 

The main advantage of our approach is that it is based on a rigorous relation between 

the exterior and the interior problems, and as such it can not only reproduce known re

sults, but may serve as a basis for the systematic investigation of higher order correc

tions for the semiclassical spectral theory. Such corrections are of great impo û ace be

cause of the following consideration. The standard semiclaaiical theory for the trace for

mula is accurate to within o(n*). Such accuracy is insufficient for the study of systems 

in more than two dimensions since the mean level spacing is of order n . Thus, higher 

order corrections must be included in any semiclassical theory pertaining to systems 

with d > 2. The higher order corrections to the scattering amplitude were studied for 

some cases, as e.g. the diffraction term which was discussed in Chapter (III). The in

clusion of these effects in the semiclassical quantization conditions could in principle be 

carried out within the formalism developed here. 

The present approach offers some practical advantages in the numerical calculation 

of the spectra of billiards. It avoids many of the problems encountered when the spec

trum is calculated by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in a truncated basis. We base this 
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observation on our experience with a few systems. The square billiard which was shortly 

discussed above serves as a good example because its treatment as a scattering problem 

is far from being trivial. 

The last point which we should discuss is the relevance of the present work to a vol

ume which is dedicated to the subject of "Chaotic Scattering". It is clear that scattering 

from a convex billiard is non-chaotic in the sense that th<se exists no heteroclinic tangle 

in phase space, no strange repeller and none of the other attributes which characterize 

chaotic scattering. However, it is known that chaotic behavior can manifest itself in var

ious levels of the description of the scattering system [13,22]. That is, even though the 

system i-KB not display chaotic structure in the sense described above, its PSM may be 

chaotic, and this behavior affects in a profound way some of the quantum attributes. As 

a matter of fact, this weak form of chaoticity suffices to induce a Random Matrix statis

tics to the 5 matrix, as was shown in [13]. The inside-outside connection discussed here 

is responsible for the close similarity between the statistics of the eigenphases of the S 

matrix and the spectral statistics for the interior problem [12]. 
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Appendix A. The Elliptic Billiard 

In order to obtain the scattering matrix for the elliptic billiard we have to solve the 

free space Schrodinger equation and to impose the Dirichlet condition on the boundary 

of the billiard on a linear combination of the solutions. For that purpose it is most con

venient to switch from cartesian to elliptic coordinates (8, ft), #hich are defined as [25] 

i = cosh f4 cos 6 (-41) 

y = sinh ft sin 6 

6e|0,2)r[ /»€|0,oo[. 

The distance of the boundary from the origin is given as 

a(e) = ^/cosh'/io-sin'e, (^.2) 

where u0 is some positive constant; cat^_- is the ewutricity of the ellipse. Written 

down in elliptic coordinates the free space Schrodinger equation reads 

j - j « + 2Jp*-r*'(cosh3u-cosJe)tf = 0. M.3) 

It separates into * = 4(8)Af(u), where 

gp*(e)+(A-*a«>s'e)*(e) = o, (.4.4) 

- ^ M W - r ( 6 - t , c o s h ,
/ i ) M ( ^ ) = 0. (.4.5) 
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Both equation are Mathieu's equation, the second is Matbieu's equation for a purely 

imaginary argument. The solutions of equation (A.4) read [25] 

*?„(+.)(*; e) = E ^Jr
n^l')

)(*)co»((2r(+i))e). (A.S) 

The odd solutions $°(fc;6) are obtained by simply replacing the cos-functions by sin-

functions. All these functions are mutually orthogonal, 

* J—it 

For equation (A.5) the solutions for the even case may be written as 

_ / 2 ; r = 0 
- \ 1 ; r ^ 0 " 

The scattering solution is given as the sum of a plane incoming wave and a scattered 

wave, which is given as a linear combination of the solutions (A.6), (A.8). It is most ap

propriate to expand the plane wave in terms of the Mathieu functions when imposing 

the Dirichlet condition, 

e i * c . ^ c o . ( e - e , ) = ^ £ r {vmfcei)*'m(k;e)MJ'm(k;n) (A.9) 

+ *;,(*; ei)*^*^)*/. / '(t ; B)j 

where 
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Then, the solutions which are even (odd) in 6 read, 

OQ 

+v^°£; (s*s,-«.«.)t-,«ir'(t5ei)#2r,(*je)Mi'1*(*irt. 

* ( 6 , / i ) has to vanish along the boundary of the billiard, that is for /< = /Jo and 6 € 

[0,2*], *'<°'(6;»io) = 0. After multiplying this equation by *J , 0 ) ( t ; 6 ) , integrating it 

over 6 from 0 to 2ir and using the orthogonality relation for the 9% (k; 6 ) we obtain 

the result, that the scattering matrix is diagonal and its matrix elements are given by 

A/A<0)+(fc;/ifl) 

The matrix (S — I) has an eigenvalue zero for those values of k, for which one of its di

agonal elements - 2 MJt!£}*') vanishes. This requirement coincides with the standard 

quantization condition for the elliptic billiard. 

In the following, we will show that the scattering matrix (IIS) for billiards with el

liptic shape may be brought to the form (A.12) by applying some orthogonal transfor

mations. For Buch billiards the distance R{f) of the boundary from tbe origin of the co

ordinate system (1) is given by 

iJ(y>) = ycosh 2 po cos1 if + sinh2 fia sinJ tf (-4 13) 

= 2 %/«"" + e - > « + 2cos(2v>). (AM) 

The corresponding matrices n*(fc) as defined in (II.8) are diagonalizable. To show this, 

we first make a transformation frcm <p to an angle 6 , which is defined by the <*et of 
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equations 

cose = ^ S (A15> 
nnhftt 

fi(v) is expressed in terms of the angle 6 by simply replacing ip by 6 in (A.13) and 

(A.14). Inserting (A.14) into (11.8) and using the addition theorems for Bessel functions 

we end up with 

»*(*) (.4.16) 

=i' g ( - ipr*,g««) J,Qe-«) j[1V">«"+'>e-<"» 

where we introduced the matrices b with matrix elements 

lnn = hJ" dve'm,>e~""'< (Al1) 
and A(t) whose nonvanishing matrix elements are given by 

*?.+. *»-«(*) ='"+,^H.+« (|«*) * - (f « T ) • M-»> 

Multiplying the matrices h±(lt) from the left by the orthogonnl matrices ji(t) with 

elements Anm{k) — A^,(k)^jk, which appear in the definition of the Mathieu functions 

M^(fi0;k) (s-'c (A.8)) and from the right by its transposed they become diagonal, the 

diagonal elements being proportional to the Mathieu functions, 

A(k)h±(k)AT(k) = D±(t), M.20) 

i>±m{k)=,i»M?(Poik)6„m. 
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Since the real and the imaginary part of the Mathieu functions never vanish simulta

neously, the matrices n*(t) and «*(*) are nonsingular. Collecting results the matrices 

«*(<:) may be written as 

n±(i) = AT{k)i)*(k)A(k)i, (421) 

and the scattering matrix S(k) for the scattering off billiards with elliptic shape reads, 

S(k) = -A7'(lfc)P-(*)(D+(*))-, A(k). (A.22) 

When multiplying it from the left by <4(Jb) and from the right by AT[k) the scattering 

matrix (A.12) is revealed. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. The shaded and illuminated parts of a convex billiard 

Fig. 2. The convex billiard and typical conjugate inside and outside trajectories. 
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